In order to discuss measures to prevent and eliminate racism towards African Americans in American society, you and your partner will be hosting a talk show. At first, you have about 5 minutes to do some research on the guests from the following list. Then discuss and agree on five guests you want to invite. You can also pick and discuss other guests you come up with.

**Joe Biden**  
Presidential Candidate for the Democratic Party

**Donald J. Trump**  
President of the United States of America

**Alicia Garza**  
Co-founder of the organization *Black Lives Matter* in 2013 after the acquittal of a white police officer for murdering 17-year-old black teenager Travon Martin

**Tucker Carlson**  
TV anchor for the conservative channel *Fox News*

**Dermot Shea**  
Chief of the New York Police Department, who is sorry for brutal and violent actions of his police officers against protestors but also demands that the protestors should stop insulting the officers

**Markus Kienscherf**  
Junior professor of Sociology at the John F. Kennedy Institute for North American Studies in Berlin, specialized on the issues inner security, race relations and social inequality in the USA

**Berkeley Lovelace Jr.**  
A health care reporter for CNBC with detailed knowledge concerning the disproportionate death rate of African Americans regarding COVID-19

**Britta Waldschmidt-Nelson**  
History Professor at the University of Augsburg who is an expert on African American History

**Anderson Cooper**  
News anchor and political commentator for the American news channel CNN who covered lots of stories concerning racial inequality and police violence

**John Corny**  
Republican Senator of Texas who is a supporter of President Trump and focusses on the looting (Plünderrungen) and the violent protesters, demanding not to forget that police officers are very often insulted and harassed as well